
 

  

 
 

Clean Eating:  
How to eat organic 

 

With all the news about rising food costs, you may be 

wondering if the organic milk you've been putting in 

your cart is worth the extra cash. It is.  

 

Organic food is more expensive, but when it comes to the staples of your diet, organics are a worthwhile 

investment, with payoffs that might surprise you. The health benefits affect you today and in the long-term. 

Here you will find why certain foods are worth the splurge as well as tips to save you money while keeping 

your diet nutritionally and ecologically sound. 

 

ORGANICS 101: THREE WAYS ORGANICS BENEFIT YOUR HEALTH 

THEY HAVE MORE NUTRIENTS: Reports of organic food 

not being better for you are outdated. A brand new analysis of 

about 100 studies, including more than 40 published in the past 7 

years, found that the average levels of nearly a dozen nutrients 

are 25% higher in organic produce.  

 

THERE MAY BE WEIGHT BENEFITS: Research in rats 

found that those fed an all-organic diet (versus conventional food) 

had lower weights, less body fat, and stronger immune systems. 

Plus, the "clean diet" animals were calmer and slept better. 
 

YOU CONSUME FEWER TOXINS: Eating the 12 most 

contaminated fruits and vegetables exposes you to about 14 

pesticides a day. A study supported by the EPA measured 

pesticide levels in children's urine before and after a switch to 

an organic diet. After just 5 days, the chemicals decreased to 

undetectable levels.  

The most important fruits and vegetables you should buy organic: (1) those with the greatest 

pesticide residues and (2) the ones you eat most often. Government lab tests show that even 

after washing, certain fruits and vegetables carry much higher levels of pesticides than do 

others. When it comes to the ‘Dirty Dozen,’ it is best to buy organic.                         

TOP CLEAN PRODUCE PICKS: BUY CONVENTIONAL, SAVE MONEY 

Of the fruit and vegetable categories tested, the "Clean 15" foods had the lowest pesticide load, and 

consequently are the safest conventionally grown crops to consume from the standpoint of pesticide 

contamination. 

*adapted from PREVENTION magazine, January 2012 

 


